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When I first read this story, I couldn't help but be amused at King's sense of humor. This is obviously a very political story, but it is also quite funny. Thomas King's approach to discussing politics is very effective because he isn't "serious" about serious topics. This means people are more likely to read (and enjoy) his stories, but also might get the message that King seems to intend for his readers to find in his story.
    For there is often clearly an intended message in his work. In "A Coyote Columbus Story," though, King warns on the first page that "[y]ou got to watch out for her" because "all of Coyote's stories are bent" (123). Of course, at this moment in the story, the narrator is in fact commenting on how Coyote is mistaken in believing that Columbus "is the one who found America [... and] the Indians" (123), one must remember that the story is also titled "A Coyote Columbus Story": that is, King's story is also a Coyote story, and therefore inherently mischievous, playful, and tricky.
    Although King does retell history, he doesn't simply retell it in terms of dry facts. Instead of recounting the number of voyages Columbus made such as his abduction of West Indian natives to Spain -- for as Hugh Thomas writes, for example, that "[i]n 1496, Columbus himself returned to Spain with thirty Indians whom he hoped to dispose of as slaves" (The Slave Trade, 89) -- King has Columbus and his men
running around, peeking under rocks, looking in caves, sailing all over the place. Looking for China. Looking for stuff they can sell. (126) 
The idea of kidnapping Indians and selling them as slaves doesn't appear until after his men gather a monkey, a parrot, a fish, and a coconut, when Columbus has to tell them that "That stuff isn't worth poop" (126). In fact, Columbus was, as Hugh Thomas notes, very much part of "the new Atlantic slave-powered society" (87) of plantations and and slave-trading, having worked as a sugar buyer and visited Portuguese colonies where slaves had worked and been traded long before he journeyed across the Atlantic. Here, King both highlights what really motivated Columbus -- finding things to sell in Spain -- and cuts Columbus down to size. He is depicted not as the familiar hero of history, or a great explorer, but as having not only mistaken the New World for China, but searching for China under rocks and in caves, like an idiot "in silly clothes" (125). 
    Having his speak in children's talk -- "poop" (126) only harshens this (well-deserved) mockery. Indeed, the wider childishness of racist, Eurocentric historicism is also apparent in the opening of the story, where Coyote is about to attend "a party for Christopher Columbus" with a party hat, party whistle, and even a party rattle in her hand (123). A few lines later, Coyote explains that she learned of the historical importance of Columbus (at least, in the Eurocentric version of history) from a book, "a history book. Big red one. All about how Christopher Columbus sailed the ocean blue looking for America and the Indians" (123). Here, King echoes the famous English-language mnemonic used by children worldwide: 
In fourteen-hundred and ninety-two,
Columbus sailed the ocean blue! 
His use of this children's rhyme is an indictment of the way we remember things, but also an indictment of how European history has always been told regarding the sins of Europe: simplified, childish, and missing very important facts. Coyote later reveals that "[t]here was nothing in that red history book about Christopher Columbus and the Indians" that he kidnapped (128).
    But King's story doesn't simply retell history from a point of view hostile to Columbus and to the Eurocentric version of history. Rather, King attempts to retell history from within a pre-Columbian Native American worldview. Despite many anachronisms like mentions of "portable color televisions" and "home computers" (126) and of Indians going shopping, to a movie, and on vacation (124), King's story imagines the moment of first contact as having been created by Old Coyote in a moment of boredom. Using the coyote, a classic trickster figure in Native American mythology, signals we have entered the realm of a uniquely Aboriginal American imagination.
    Within King's story, Columbus is actually a product not of European history, of the growing exploitative, social, technological, and ideological basis of the slave-using society of Europe, but rather is the product of a totem animal who is annoyed because the Indians doen't want to play with her. "When Old Coyote gets bored," King writes, "anything can happen... [b]ig trouble..." and when Old Coyote "sings and song and dances a dance" (125) she also thinks about changing the rules.
    It is significant that Columbus's three ships appear when Coyote's mind lingers on the notion of "changing the rules" (125), for this is precisely what the appearance of Columbus does to the history of the native people of the Americas. King writes his tale with anachronisms -- having his Pre-Columbian Native Americans do things like "go shopping... [and] to a movie... [and] on vacation" (124) -- precisely because of how the rules changed when Columbus appeared. The worldview of the Pre-Columbians is impossible to convey, so the most effective way to describe their lives in through analogy: since the mundane acts of the native's lives, before Columbus, are so difficult for modern readers to imagine, analogies must suffice.
    There are parts of the story that are puzzling. For example, what is the meaning of the recurring motif of Coyote playing with a ball? Is it a standard image from Native mythology, or is something else going on here? It's difficult to say. I am also curious about why King's narrator has the younger Coyote wander off just as blithely ignorant as before -- she declares it a "happy ending" when she discovers that Columbus became rich and famous. The narrator doesn't argue for her to condemn Columbus, but simply asks her not to "go messing it [the historical facts] up again" (128).
But it's clear that the story's main point is that  Columbus didn't find America and the Indians because "those things were never lost... were always here... [and] are still here today" (129). King's argument against standard, white, pro-European history is focused on this issue of getting the story straight.
Here are some questions I would like to discuss in class:
1. What is the meaning of the recurring motif of Coyote playing with a ball?
2. Why does King's narrator not mind that Coyote is still mixed-up in some ways about history?
3. Are there similar distortions involved in other popular histories as well, for example in the way modern Koreans look at Korean history? Who or what is excluded in modern Korean histories the way King argues Native Americans were left out of from Eurocentric histories? 
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